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Abstract
In this paper a comparison between separated heating and
cooling vs. reversible heat pumps-based configurations in
the HVAC equipment of a significant non-residential
building, is carried out over an entire reference year.
Simulation is performed with hourly time-steps in two
European cities (Berlin and Rome), taking into account
latitude-related weather conditions, envelope properties,
whole-building response when air conditioning is
switched-on or switched-off. A sensitivity analysis is
carried out considering different solutions for façades and
fenestration properties, and lamps efficiency. The
comparison reveals an higher sensitivity of the results to
climate severity, windows shading, and inner lighting
levels. The discussion of the results leads to assess the
competitiveness of reversible heat pumps in terms of
energy demand, as a function of the considered options.

Introduction
Reversible heat pumps are increasingly considered in
building’s HVAC applications across all Europe as a
remarkable driver of decarbonization; so much that the
standard for the energy performance of electrical heat
pumps published in March 2016 (European Committee
for Standardization, 2016) recently implemented the
Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC (European Parliament
2009) stating new performances evaluation criteria,
assuming the Strasbourg’s city climate as a reference.
Moreover, the use of halogen incandescent lamps was
recently inhibited in the EU (in Italy since September
2018) thus widely implementing lighting solutions based
on LEDs technology. Nevertheless the European climate
has a wide range of variability (Spena, 2010), mainly due
to latitude’s span and different distances from the sea. In
addition, as latitudes rise and internal gains decrease as a
consequence of higher energy efficiency, generally the
building’s heating loads grow, while cooling and
electricity needs tend to decrease. As widely recognized
in the last decade (Ashrae, 2017; Reddy, 2006; Rodriguez,
2013; Brouns, 2016), the actual behavior of a nonresidential building (Pessenlehner, 2003) can be predicted
only by a dynamic simulation (Lam, 1996; Shiel, 2018).
Present paper investigates the sensitivity of the results
when using reversible heat pumps as central heating and
cooling equipment, in two different and significant
Europe’s climates, in order to explore to what extent the
competitiveness of reversible heat pumps can differ
through the EU. Of this topic, not enough stressed in the

literature, still remains poor the awareness in the
European standards.
The first part of this work, mainly concerning wholebuilding dynamic simulation, will mainly deepen on the
effects of severe winter conditions and of fenestration
features on the energy demand of the considered building.
The second part, consisting in the sensitivity analysis, will
deepen on how its equipment arrangement, especially in
case of reversible heat pumps, could be optimized
depending on the site.

Methods
Source code
Building energy simulation programs, representing
different degrees of modeling complexity, have been
intensively tested in the last decade (Judkoff, 2011 and
2014). But all building models are simplification of
reality, and a complex balance among level of modeling,
time-step granularity, and scope of the simulation is
always needed (ASHRAE, 2017). For the purpose of the
present study, which is essentially of comparative nature,
a proprietary SW code created in the ’80s (Spena, 1984)
and over time improved and devoted to specific purposes,
was dedicated and implemented. Weather data, set-point
temperature levels, building envelope and fabric
properties, equipment performances are described partly
by deterministic (Spena, 2010), partly by stochastic
models (Spena, 1997) using algorithms and source code
routines.
The source code structure
The simulation code was applied to the whole-building
system, to obtain trends of energy demand over time to be
used as the basis for comparisons and sensitivity analysis.
Two locations representative of respectively a continental
(Berlin, lat. 52,3°N) and a Mediterranean (Rome, lat.
41,5°N) climatic condition at nearly equal longitude
(12,3° vs. 13,2°) were compared. The following issues
were considered.
• Glazing:
- single glass, low emissivity
- double glass, low emissivity
- triple glass, low emissivity
• Fenestration:
- no-shading
- plastic roller filled with insulating polymers
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The code structure is a main routine supported by four
dedicated subroutines operating iteratively (Spena, 1984;
Spena, 2017). As a first approach, to simplify the
procedure, the following counters are used:
- one reference day per month
- four surface exposures
- building usage range from 7:00 to 20:00 hrs.
Daily results are extended prior monthly and then yearly
in terms of total heating, cooling and electrical energy
demand. The reference fabric is an existing large nonresidential building situated in an urban area of Rome (see
Figure 1) weekly used from Monday to Friday. It may be
noticed that its common architecture appears
representative enough for the aim of the present study:
opposite feature departures will be explored by the
sensitivity analysis.

Solar radiation
Heat loads due to solar radiation on the building envelope
varies according to the sun vs. surfaces relative
postioning. We considered as independent variables: i)
location, i.e. geographical coordinates; ii) time; iii) cloud
coverage; iv) façade exposures. The ASHRAE
atmosphere model (ASHRAE, 2017) was implemented
with a Monte Carlo-based algorithm (Spena, 1997) able
to generate the components of the total solar radiation.
The building model
The building of Figure 1 has an aspect ratio (surface area
over volume) of roughly 0,3. It consists of 8 floors for an
overall height of about 27 m. The overall enveloping area
amounts to 12.800 m2. Office rooms cover the 64% of
available floor area; the remaining 36% is connective
space. Table 1 shows the envelope wall properties.
Table 1: Walls properties.
U(
External walls
Roof
Ground floor

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

Thickness (m)

)

0,302
0,279
0.360

0,45
0,36
0,52

Building fenestration varies as a function of the different
exposures, its (window area/overall façade area) ratio
values ranging from a minimum of 0,20 to a maximum of
0,48. Glazing properties are reported in Table 2, where
SHGC is the solar heat gain coefficient (ASHRAE, 2017).
Table 2: Glazing properties.
U(
Figure 1: Building satellite view.
External conditions
Thermal flows through the walls were obtained from
Fourier’s general equation, also taking into account the
inward flowing fraction of absorbed solar radiation by
means of the so-called sol-air temperature (ASHRAE,
2017). A generally stabilized periodic regime was
simulated (Tabunschikov, 1993; Spena, 2017) as follows:
̅̅̅̅̅ − 𝑇𝑖 ) + 𝑈 ∗ σ ∗ (𝑇𝑠𝑎(𝑡 − 𝜑) − ̅̅̅̅̅
q(𝑡) = 𝑈 ∗ (𝑇𝑠𝑎
𝑇𝑠𝑎 )
(1)
where:
- 𝑡 = time (hrs)
- 𝑈 = overall heat transfer coefficient (

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

)

- 𝑇𝑠𝑎 = sol-air temperature (°C)
- 𝑇𝑖 = indoor air temperature (°C)
- 𝜎 = heat flow damping (dimensionless)
- 𝜑 = phase-lag (hrs).
Correction factors were introduced in (1) to properly
consider either the effects of solar radiation on walls,
either multi-layer walls together with their surface
convective phenomena. Outdoor weather data are taken
from reference years elsewhere described (Spena, 2017;
http://www.eurometeo.com).

Single glass
Double glass
Triple glass

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

)

Transmittance

SHGC

0,8
0,64
0,51

0,19
0,15
0,12

3,023
1,511
1,279

In the base configuration, windows are double glazed. In
case of window-shaded configuration, an additional
thermal resistance of 0,192

𝐾∗𝑚2
𝑊

was considered.

Facilities
• HVAC
Full air conditioning within nearly all the building space
is provided by an air-controlled-ventilation + fan-coilssystem. A set of AHU are devoted to balance latent-heat
internal loads and to supply the standard-required ACR;
while fan-coils units balance sensible-heat loads. During
winter season primary air is pre-heated, then humidified
and post-heated; during summer season primary air is
cooled and dehumidified, and post-heated. Indoor setpoint temperatures and ventilation rates are assumed
according to the standards respectively FprEN 167981:2018 (ECS, 2018), and ISO 17772-1:2017.
𝑚3

𝑉̇ = 𝐴𝐶𝑅 ∗ 𝑉 ( ℎ )

(2)

• Lighting
According to the standard UNI EN 12464, indoor lighting
levels are assumed (ECS, 2011; Fontoynont, 1999) for
offices and connecting spaces at average values of
respectively 400 lx, and 50 lx. Natural lighting
contribution was estimated on the basis of the Average
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Calculations were done iteratively. The following rises.
• System response after HVAC is switched-off
Because of daily average external temperatures almost
always lower than the system’s one, switch-off of the
HVAC equipment is often followed by a cooling
transient. According to Eq.n (4) temperature’s decay
highly depend on temperatures initial departures (as a
function in turn of location, season, and set-point values)
and on thermophysical system’s properties. Figures 6 and
7 report the temperature’s decay as a function of glazing
in typical winter and summer conditions. Each sketch
refers to different locations and windows shading sets.
Three representative cases are considered.
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Figure 6: January (single, double and triple glass).
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Figure 5: Cooling.
Simulations are carried out on the building model by first
varying fenestration properties and latitudes, and then
considering daily usage periods and temperatures setting.

Results
HVAC transient’s simulation
Transients after the HVAC equipments are switched-off
and switched-on were also taken into account. The overall
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Figure 3: Cooling.
It is also assumed that in case of external temperatures
lower than 10°C any request of refrigeration could be
fully satisfied by free cooling.

ξ

𝛥𝑡 =

02.00

-10

(4)

- time to reach the set-point temperature during heating or
cooling after HVAC equipments are switched-on:

23.00

𝐶𝑂𝑃(T𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

Figure 2: Heating.

𝑡

𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑇̅𝑜𝑢𝑡 + (𝑇0𝑐 − 𝑇̅𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑒 −(𝜏)

20.00

-10

building+equipments system has been considered as
homogenous, and suddenly subjected to steps as follows:
- system temperature during the time after HVAC
equipments are switched-off:

T (°C)

𝐶𝑂𝑃(T𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

Daylight Factor and of the fenestration actual area. Either
LEDs lighting technologies based on lamps with
efficiency of 70 lm/W, and halogen incandescent lamps
with efficiency of 22 lm/W were simulated and compared.
• Central heating and cooling equipment
The following configurations are compared:
1. Heating and cooling separately provided by fuel-fired
furnaces, and by electrical chillers (FFC)
2. Both heating and cooling provided by reversible heat
pumps (RHP).
The reversible heat pumps performance (3) was splitted
over two coefficients, depending one on external
temperature (Figures 2 and 3), and the other on load factor
as follows (Figures 4 and 5).
𝐶𝑂𝑃 = 𝐶𝑂𝑃(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) ∗ 𝜉
(3)

Figure 7: August (single, double and triple glass).
From single to triple glass, lower decay slopes are shown.
This effect decreases as external temperature rises
(depending on season and latitude).
• System response after HVAC is switched-on
The time needed to reach the set-point temperature (5), in
addition to the quantities considered before, also depends
on the size of the equipment’s installed power. Figures 8
and 9 report, respectively again for winter and summer
conditions, the time needed (hours) to reach the set-point
temperatures. As expected, stepping from winter to
summer transients become increasingly shorter.
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Time (h)

ROME,NOT SHADED
BERLIN,NOT SHADED

and electricity demand, whatever the latitude. These
trends are mainly due to simultaneous lower lamp’s
thermal dissipation and electrical power consumption.
Northern (Berlin) lines slope are higher because of the
higher artificial lighting need. An overall reduction of
electricity demand can be also observed in the case of
RHP configuration (see Figure 11). Being heating directly
linked to electricity, despite lower cooling demand,
Berlin’s upper values result higher than Rome’s ones.
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis was carried out over a number of
cases obtained combining envelope’s characteristics with
different lighting systems and HVAC configurations for
each latitude. The considered parameters were:
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Figure 8: January.
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- Windows overall heat transfer coefficient, Ug (

Figure 9: August.
It can be observed that, in winter season and at equal
glazing, lower latitudes require a longer heating transient.
This is mainly due to the lower equipment’s installed
power, which is in turn a consequence of the building’s
lower power demand (Spitler, 2009) in steady-state
design conditions. Such an effect appears prevailing on
that of the higher external temperatures.
Base-cases yearly overall energy demand trends
Figures 10 and 11 report the yearly end-uses energy
demand of the whole system, in the two base-cases FFC
and RHP when expressed as a function of the lighting
technology. Halogen lamps (22 lm/W) and LEDs ones (70
lm/W) are at the opposite sides of the graphs.
Annual energy (kWh)

)

- Glass transmittance, τg (-)
Single glass

910000
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Figure 10: FFC, Fuel-fired furnaces and chiller
configuration.
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Figure 11: RHP, Reversible heat pumps configuration.
In case of FFC configuration (Figure 10), the transition
from halogen to LEDs technologies will lead to weak
heating increases, faced by high decreases of both cooling

)

)
𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

)

More in detail:
-Rf is a shape factor also taking into account the relevance
of the roof over the entire building figure. It increases as
the building height decreases
-h is the sum of convective and radiative heat transfer
coefficients according to the relation:
ℎ = ℎ𝑐 + ℎ𝑟
(6)
where (w is the wind speed):
3
ℎ𝑟 = 4 ∗ 𝜀 ∗ 𝜎0 ∗ 𝑇̅𝑠
ℎ𝑐 = 5,62 + 3,9 ∗ 𝑤
{
ℎ𝑐 = 7,2 ∗ 𝑤 0,78

if 𝑤 ≤ 5

(7)

𝑚

if 𝑤 > 5

𝑠
𝑚

(8)

𝑠

Variations of all the considered parameters up to ±30%
with respect to the values of the base-cases were
investigated (see Table 3), assuming this range as the
maximum error in case of human evaluation, and/or of
intrinsic decay in material properties.
Table 3: Parameters value’s range.

1220000

680000

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

- Combined surface heat transfer coefficient, h (

-30%

860000

𝑾

)

- Roof factor, Rf (-)
- Indoor lighting level, lx (lux)

1400000

1040000

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾
𝒍𝒎

Uw
τg
Ug
ηl 1
ηl 2
Rf
lx
k
h
w

0,211
0,448
1,058
15,4
49
0,0875
280
0,022
14,6
1,03

Rome
Base
case
0,302
0,64
1,511
22
70
0,125
400
0,031
20,9
2,64

+30%

-30%

0,393
0,832
1,965
28,6
91
0,1625
520
0,041
27,2
4,24

0,211
0,448
1,058
15,4
49
0,0875
280
0,022
18,8
2,2

Berlin
Base
case
0,302
0,64
1,511
22
70
0,125
400
0,031
26,9
4,3

+30%
0,393
0,832
1,965
28,6
91
0,1625
520
0,041
35,1
6,3
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- FFC, Northern location (Berlin)

Discussion
In the following we will refer to extreme values of each
range, as a first approach neglecting intermediate
departures. Each graph reports, as a function of the 30%
percentage considered, the corresponding sensitivity, in
percent, of yearly energy demand, when referred to each
base-case, namely to the FFC or RHP configurations.
• The case of low lighting efficiency (halogen lamps, 22
ln/W)
ROME - HEATING

Rf
lx
k

-2
Parameters +30%

Parameters -30%
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k

h

30
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5
0
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k
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h

Figure 13: Yearly cooling demand sensitivity.
Heating demand at the considered Southern location
(Rome, see Figure 12) is more influenced by surface’s
overall heat transfer coefficients and lamp’s efficiency.
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ROME - ELECTRICITY
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h

Figure 14: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
Lower sensitivity can in general be observed because the
base-case demand is mainly due to primary-air handling.
The highest departures occur for Ug, depending on
surfaces and transmittance of glazing. The high
sensitivities observed in cooling and electricity demand
given by lamp’s technologies (Figures 13 and 14)
highlight the remarkable influence of internal heat gains.

h
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Figure 15: Yearly heating demand sensitivity.
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Figure 16: Yearly cooling demand sensitivity.
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Figure 12: Yearly heating demand sensitivity.
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Figure 17: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
Northern location (Berlin, see Figures 15, 16, 17)
sensitivity trends are qualitatively similar to those of the
Southern location. However, higher values generally
occur, owing to the increasing impact of heating and
artificial lighting with latitude. As a matter of generality,
in Northern climates particular attention should be paid to
glass transmittance effects on cooling: both the graphs
point out the complex influence of τg on these loads.
- RHP configuration
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Figure 18: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
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Figure 19: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
The use of reversible heat pumps leads to energy end-uses
of the only electric type. Obtained values are generally
lower than FFC configuration’s ones because of the
opposite heating and cooling sensitivities to equal
parameter variations. This also leads to different effects
of walls overall heat transfer coefficients, glass
transmittance, and glass transparency, at each latitude.
• The case of high lighting efficiency (LEDs lamps, 70
lm/W)
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Figure 20: Yearly heating demand sensitivity.
If compared to Figure 12, Figure 20 presents higher
departures because of the lower lamp’s heating
dissipation, which increases the heat demand and
magnifies the impact of several parameters on it. This has
also effects, although opposites, on cooling and electricity
demand (see Figures 21 and 22).
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Figure 21: Yearly cooling demand sensitivity.
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Figure 22: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
Those results confirm how deeply lighting systems can
influence energy demand, highly depending on both the
glazing extension and the internal lighting levels.
- FFC, Northern location (Berlin)

- FFC, Southern location (Rome)
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Figure 23: Yearly heating demand sensitivity.
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Figure 24: Yearly cooling demand sensitivity.
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Figure 25: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
What above remains true also for Northern (Berlin)
latitude, despite some sensitivity differences: namely, an
higher artificial lighting influence, and an opposite glass
transmittance effect, on electricity demand.
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- RHP configuration
ROME - ELECTRICITY
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Rf

transmittance levels. This, when considering that higher
thermal mass values lead to opposite effects during
transients of cooling and heating, therefore will alert
against walls insulation excesses in Southern countries.
In the second part of the study, concerning the sensitivity
analysis, results show that non-residential buildings,
generally characterized by wide glazing and by highgrade lighting and ventilation requirements, are subjected
to a complex set of conflicting effects. Their typical
medium-low heating demand (mainly due to primary-air
handling) and medium-high cooling and electricity
demand, result respectively both increasing with latitude,
and decreasing with lamps efficiency.
In case of use of separated heating and cooling by means
of fuel-fired furnaces and chillers, the system appears
more sensitive to glass transmittance (which affects the
heating demand) and indoor lighting (affecting cooling
and electricity demand). While, in case of adoption of
reversible heat pumps, the system appears highly
sensitive only to lamps efficiency and lighting levels.
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Figure 26: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
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Figure 27: Yearly electric demand sensitivity.
Eventually, also in the RHP configuration the complex
loads interaction is well reflected on final energy
sensitivities (see Figures 26 and 27), with the only
exception of specific parameters strictly related to
electrical consumption like indoor lighting levels, and/or
lamp’s efficiency.

Conclusions
In the first part of this work, concerning the simulation of
the end-uses energy demand from the whole building
system, several aspects were investigated. Among these,
the following appear relevant.
With the only weak exception of the heating demand, in
both the locations in case of fuel-fired furnaces and
chillers configuration, lamps efficiency increases could
nearly halving either cooling and electrical needs. This
result only partially recurs in case of reversible heat
pumps configuration, being highly smoothed in the
European southern locations.
The adoption of reversible heat pumps results always
beneficial, allowing for lower energy demand in all the
scenarios. In case of LEDs lamps, it enables us to reach a
nearly equal end-uses overall energy demand at both the
latitudes; while in case of halogen lamps the overall
demand of the Northern one nearly doubles, and the
Southern one increases of about 40%. Hence as a
consequence of the European directives, abandoning the
halogen lamps appears virtually to nullify across Europe,
with a widespread use of LEDs devices, the effect of the
climate differences over an entire year of exploitation. As
far as the system response to HVAC switching-on or
switching-off is concerned, increases of the thermal mass
of the building are suggested as beneficial, while
maintaining, in Northern locations, low insulation and

𝐶𝑂𝑃
𝐶𝑂𝑃(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡)

𝜉
𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

𝑇0𝑐

𝑊
𝑚2

)

Overall heat transfer coefficient (

𝑊

)

𝑚2 ∗𝐾

τ
S

Whole-building time-constant (h)

C

Thermal mass ( )

Overall envelope surface (𝑚2 )
𝐽

𝐾

𝛥𝑡
𝑇𝑠𝑝

Time to reach set-point temperature (h)
Set-point temperature (°C)

𝑇0ℎ

Switching-on initial temperature (°C)

𝑃ℎ𝑛

Rated heating power (𝑊)

̅𝑖
𝑇
h

Heating average system temperature (°C)
Combined
surface
𝑊
coefficient ( 2 )

heat

transfer

𝑚 ∗𝐾

hr

Radiative surface coefficient (

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾

)
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𝑊

hc

Convective surface coefficient (

𝜀

Surface emissivity (-)

𝜎0

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (

𝑇̅𝑠
w

External mean surface temperature (°C)

𝑚2 ∗𝐾

𝑊
𝑚2 ∗𝐾4

)

)

𝑚

Wind speed ( )
𝑠
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